Sherborn Woods Rabbitry
Bunny/Rabbit Purchase Application
Download this form before filling it out, otherwise your information will not be saved on it.
Thank you for taking the time to fill out our application. You may wonder why we ask so many questions. The answer
is simply that we care about our rabbits, and as we put in a lot of time and effort to provide our customers and
adoptive families with the healthiest, best adjusted rabbits possible, it is equally important for us to ensure they are
passed on to caring families who are prepared to meet their pets’ needs.
Before filling out this application, please take time to read our Policies form and our Care Sheet form. Also, please feel
free to ask us any questions you may have. We want you to make the right choice in deciding to purchase/adopt a
rabbit.
1. Name:
(If you are under 18 years old, Sherborn Woods
Rabbitry will need to contact your parent or
guardian. Please provide their name and phone
number)
2. Phone Number with Area Code
3. Address
4. City, State, Zip
5. Your E‐Mail:
6. Today's Date
7. Why are You Interested in Adopting a Rabbit
(e.g., show, breeding, pet, etc.)

8. Is the Rabbit for you, a family member, or a
friend?
9. Do you have any rabbits now?
If YES, fill out questions 10-14 below.
If NO, skip to question 15.
10.

How many?

11. Age?
12. Sex?
13. Spayed/Neutered?
14. Tell us about their living quarters.

15. Please list any animals you have now including
their ages.

16. How many adults live in your household?

17. How many children? What are their ages?

18. If this rabbit is for a child, do you realize that a
child cannot fully care for a rabbit?
19. Children often lose interest in their pets after a
while. What will you do with the rabbit when this
happens?

20. Are you willing and able to provide vet
care, including yearly well checks?

21. Have you already got a cage for the rabbit?
If yes, please give size and description.

22. Please, indicate where the rabbit's main
habitat (i.e., where they sleep) will be situated at
night (e.g., inside, outside, garage, etc.).
you rabbit will be outdoors (sleeps outside), please answer questions 23a-23e.
be indoors, please answer questions 24a-24f.
23. OUTDOOR RABBITS
23a. For outdoor rabbits, please indicate how
you plan to protect your rom predators (e.g.,
o es, hawks, weasel-like critters, etc.).

23b. How much space will the rabbit have to hop
around freely?
23c. How do you plan to shelter your rabbit from
the elements (rain, extreme temperatures, etc)?

23d. What other pets will share the yard with
your rabbit?
23e. Are you aware that rabbits dig holes and can
escape the yard from under a fence? How will
you secure your rabbit?
24. INDOOR RABBITS
24a. For indoor rabbits, in what room will your
rabbit's cage be situated (i.e., where the rabbit
sleeps)?
24b. Will the rabbit have space outside its cage to
hop around freely? If so, how much space?

24c. Will the rabbit spend time outdoors?
If so, please explain how much time and what
enclosures will be utilized.
24d. Are you aware that rabbits like to chew and
will often chew carpet or furniture? Yes or No

your rabbit will

24e. What Would You do About This?
24f. Even though our rabbits may be litterbox
trained, when they go to a new home they will
want to mark their territory by leaving poops
around, and sometimes may urinate outside of the
litter box. How do you feel about this being in your
home?

25. How many hours a day will the rabbit be left
alone?
26. Have you read The Sherborn Woods’Rabbitry
Rabbit Care info sheet?
27. Have you read and agree to Sherborn Woods
Rabbitry Policies and Terms?

Any Additional Comments:

I, _______________________________________, have read, understand, and agree with Sherborn
Woods Rabbitry's Policies and Terms of Sales and will abide by this policy when associating with
Sherborn Woods Rabbitry. I understand that if I can no longer care for my rabbit, I agree to
relinquish ownership back to SWR with no refund, and that SWR will find a new, adoptive home for
my rabbit. I have also read and understand the FAQs section of the website and will abide by those
policies.

Signature

Date

INCOMPLETE APPLICATIONS WILL NOT BE PROCESSED
We prefer applications be emailed as a PDF attachment (email below).
If you are not able to sign the application, please send a photo of the signature page
as an additional file (in addition to the completed PDF).
Thank you. If you have any questions, please contact us at

Please, tell us about the bunny/rabbit(s) you would like to adopt.
How many bunnies/rabbits would you like?
If you a specific bunny(s) request, please list it
here. Please note, that we cannot guarantee
that any bunny has not already been spoken
for. We try to update the site as often as
possible.

If you don't have a specific bunny in mind, please fill out the following:
To help us match you up the available bunnies, please indicate your preference for the following. If
checking more than one box in a section, use numbers to indicate first choice, second choice, etc.
If you absolutely have no preference, please choose either or any. Please, do not list a feature you are not
willing to have. The more options you choose, the better likelihood of being matched.
Color

Sex
Male (Buck)

Black

Female (Doe)

Blue (Gray)

Either

White

(better chance of getting your other preferences)

Lilac (Dove Gray)

Pattern

Chestnut

Solid

Red

Vienna mark*

Orange

Patterned

Fawn

Any (better chance of getting your other preferences)

Other:

*Vienna marks: usually a white stripe or spot on head,
sometimes a white nose, may have Blue Eyes.

Any (better chance of getting your other preferences)
Fur*

Eye Color
Brown/Gray

Regular

Blue

Fluffy

Ruby

Jersey Wooly (angora‐like)

Any (better chance of getting your other preferences)

Any (better chance of getting your other preferences)
*Fluffy fur may need occasional brushing; fuzzy or Jersey
Wooly fur needs brushing.. BTW, the bunnies LOVE this!!!

Applications will be processed in the order they are are received.
Next step: Wait for us to process your application.
Please, do not attempt to send a deposit before we get back to you.

